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Introduction Encoding Phase Overview

Our method:
❖Alternative to selective encryption
❖Encryption method allowing for a hierarchical decryption of 3D objects
❖Based on a ring of keys
❖ Secured during the transfer: a confidential level 3D object is transferred
❖Eco-friendly: 3D is stored, encrypted and shared once

3D objects are frequently stored and shared online and therefore security is essential
3D objects are encrypted to secure their content. Users may have different access rights
State of the art solution: Selective Encryption [Beugnon 2018]

3 visual security levels: Transparent, Sufficient, Confidential 
Not secured: some information remains in the clear domain during transfer
Not eco-friendly: 3D objects are stored, encrypted and shared multiple times

Encryption Method and Hierarchical Decryption

Experimental Results

Encryption Phase
Hierarchical Key Generation Encryption

Hierarchical Decryption

Conclusion
❖ First encryption method which allows a hierarchical decryption for 3D objects
❖Alternative to selective encryption:
○ Secured during the transfer and storage
○ Eco-friendly: stored, encrypted and shared once
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❖Mantissas are grouped into blocks
❖Kmaster > Ktrans > Ksuf
❖Generated according to the hierarchically 

superior block:
○ Based on a hash function
○ Transparent and sufficient keys are 

generated according to the 3D object

❖Hierarchical keys generated during 
the encryption process

❖Each block Bi encrypted according 
to the generated hierarchical key

❖AES [Daemen 2002] encryption in 
CFB mode

❖Depends on the hierarchical key used
❖Hierarchically inferior keys generated during the 

decryption
❖ Impossible to generate the hierarchically superior 

keys

Full Example
3D object Bunny (Stanford dataset) Average RMSE of the Stanford dataset

Security Analysis

RMSE (10-3) of the attacks

❖Key: AES security
❖ Form: laplacian 

smoothing and zeroing
○ At least 1 hierarchical 

key is required to 
perform an attack

○ Strong variations 
eliminated 

○ Visual security level 
does not change
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